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Question No : 1 

Which three are basic interface types addressed by the Generic Connection Framework? (Choose three.)  

 

A. telephony-oriented mechanism  

 

B. circuit-oriented mechanism  

 

C. location-oriented mechanism  

 

D. basic serial output connection  

 

E. basic serial input connection  

 

Answer: B,D,E  

 

 

Question No : 2  

What are the rules for the look and feel of the user interface components?  

 

A. The user interface always looks exactly as it does in the MIDP Reference Implementation.  

 

B. The user interface look and feel may be drastically different on different devices.  

 

C. The dimensions of all the user components are always the same on any device, even if they look 

different.  

 

D. The user interface is always in monochrome, so the developer should NOT use color.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 3  

Given:  

10. //...  

20. try {  

21. Hashtable table = new Hashtable();  

22. for (;;) table.put(new Object(), new Object());  

23. } catch (OutOfMemoryException e) {  

24. Display.getDisplay().setCurrent(new Alert("Out of Memory!"));  

25. }  
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26. //...  

Which is true?  

 

A. An exception is thrown at runtime but there is no guarantee an alert will be shown to the user.  

 

B. Compilation fails.  

 

C. The program hangs at line 22.  

 

D. Out of Memory! is printed to the system console.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 4  

Given:  

a new record store rs, of type javax.microedition.rms.RecordStore containing zero records a method 

called addNewRecord that adds a record to rs  

And:  

21. addNewRecord("Amy");  

22. addNewRecord("Bill");  

23. addNewRecord("Candy");  

24. addNewRecord("Doug");  

25. rs.deleteRecord(1);  

26. rs.deleteRecord(3);  

27. addNewRecord("Ethan");  

28. addNewRecord("Frank");  

29. int nextRecNum = rs.getNextRecordID();  

What is the value of nextRecNum?  

 

A. 7  

 

B. 5  

 

C. 4  

 

D. 6  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 5  

Which two are true for List? (Choose two.)  
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A. You can add Command objects to a List without registering a CommandListener.  

 

B. Images and text in a List CANNOT be changed once the List is created.  

 

C. Traversing and scrolling in a List causes events that can be programmatically detected.  

 

D. A CommandListener must be registered for the application to recognize user selections in a List.  

 

Answer: A,D  

 

 

Question No : 6  

Given:  

rs is an object of type javax.microedition.rms.RecordStore.  

baos is an object of type java.io.DataOutputStream. recId is an int.  

Which adds a record to rs?  

 

A. byte [] b = baos.toByteArray();  

try { recId = rs.addRecord(b, 0, b.length); }  

catch (Exception e) { }  

 

B. byte [] b = baos.toByteArray();  

try { recId = rs.add(b, 0, b.length); }  

catch (Exception e) { }  

 

C. byte [] b = baos.write();  

try { recId = rs.addRecord(b, 0, b.length); }  

catch (Exception e) { }  

 

D. byte [] b = baos.writeByteArray();  

try { recId = rs.addRecord(b, 0, b.length); }  

catch (Exception e) { }  

 

E. byte [] b = baos.writeByteArray();  

try { recId = rs.add(b, 0, b.length); }  

catch (Exception e) { }  

 

F. byte [] b = baos.write();  

try { recId = rs.add(b, 0, b.length); }  

catch (Exception e) { }  

 

Answer: A  
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Question No : 7  

Which two are true regarding error handling for classes that exist in both CLDC and J2SE? (Choose two.)  

 

A. The set of error classes is essentially the same in CLDC and J2SE.  

 

B. There is no correspondence between the errors defined by CLDC and J2SE because the needs of 

CLDC and J2SE are so different.  

 

C. If a class throws an error in CLDC, it should throw the same error as in J2SE or its nearest superclass.  

 

D. The set of error classes is much reduced in CLDC to help reduce the overhead of the JVM.  

 

Answer: C,D  

 

 

Question No : 8  

A MIDlet makes its only attempt to register a push connection on a JTWI device using:  

PushRegistry.registerConnection( "datagram://:79", midlet, "10.0.0.???");  

Which is true? 

 

A. The MIDlet accepts datagram push connections on port 79 only from IP addresses in the range 

10.0.0.100 to 10.0.0.255.  

 

B. The call to registerConnection() causes an exception, because the string 10.0.0.??? is an illegal 

argument.  

 

C. The MIDlet accepts datagram push connections on port 79 only from IP addresses in the range 

10.0.0.100 to 10.0.0.255 and on any other port from IP addresses other than those in the range 

10.0.0.100 to 10.0.0.255.  

 

D. The MIDlet accepts datagram push connections on port 79 only from IP addresses in the range 

10.0.0.0 to 10.0.0.255.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 9  

What is the minimum configuration that JTWI 1.0 requires?  

 

A. CDC  

 

B. CLDC 1.1  
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C. no specific configuration  

 

D. CLDC 1.0  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 10  

Which three are true? (Choose three.)  

 

A. A MIDlet suite consists of only one JAR file.  

 

B. Different MIDlet suites can share data with each other.  

 

C. A MIDlet suite can have more than one class that extends the MIDlet class.  

 

D. A MIDlet suite is an array of MIDlet objects.  

 

E. The names of MIDlet classes that belong to different MIDlet suites must be different.  

 

Answer: A,B,C  

 

 

Question No : 11  

During a MIDlet suite installation, a JTWI-compliant device performs the following actions:  

downloads and installs the JAD file downloads the JAR file fails to install the MIDlet suite  

What is the correct behavior?  

 

A. The device must save the JAD file for future downloads of the same MIDlet suite.  

 

B. The device must save the JAD and the JAR file for future upgrading.  

 

C. The device must free the space allocated for that MIDlet suite.  

 

D. The device must log the failure in persistent storage.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 12  

What is the result if a call to serviceRepaints() triggers a separate thread to invoke paint()?  

 

A. An exception is thrown at runtime.  
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B. The system may deadlock if the caller to serviceRepaints() holds a lock that is also needed by paint().  

 

C. A deadlock always occurs.  

 

D. MIDP is thread-safe. There will never be a deadlock.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 13  

What is the minimum number of received SMS messages that a JTWI device must be able to 

concatenate?  

 

A. 5  

 

B. 32  

 

C. 10  

 

D. 3  

 

E. no minimum  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 14  

What is guaranteed by the class file verifier?  

 

A. It checks that a given program is a valid Java application.  

 

B. It checks for external resource access.  

 

C. It checks for attempted native library access.  

 

D. It checks for attempted network access.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 15  

Which two are true about errors and exceptions in a CLDC-compliant virtual machine? (Choose two.)  
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A. A CLDC-compliant virtual machine must NOT throw a VirtualMachineError.  

 

B. Developers are NOT allowed to handle errors.  

 

C. Developers do NOT receive asynchronous exceptions from a CLDC-compliant virtual machine.  

 

D. Developers must throw only checked (non-runtime) exceptions.  

 

E. Rather than throwing the Error class specified by the Java Language Specification, the 

CLDC-compliant virtual machine may throw a CLDC-supported superclass.  

 

Answer: C,E  

 

 

Question No : 16  

How would a MIDlet that uses a GameCanvas efficiently update only a small region of the screen, from 

the data in the off-screen buffer?  

 

A. call flushGraphics(int, int, int, int) that specifies the region to be flushed  

 

B. call serviceRepaints() and set a clip region on the Graphics object in paint()  

 

C. Pixels that are NOT to be flushed should be made transparent.  

 

D. write extra code to coalesce the flushGraphics() calls over many loops into one call  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 17  

Which statement is true about TiledLayer and Sprite objects maintained by a LayerManager object?  

 

A. Either Sprite or TiledLayer objects may be inserted at a unique position in the LayerManager.  

 

B. TiledLayer objects are always added as the background layer.  

 

C. Once either Sprite or TiledLayer objects are added, the order can be changed only by creating and 

adding to a new LayerManager.  

 

D. Sprite objects are always added as the background layer.  

 

Answer: A  
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Question No : 18  

Click the Exhibit button. What is the result?  

 

A. myForm contains the string "run count: 2".  

 

B. An exception is thrown at runtime.  

 

C. myForm contains the string "run count: 0".  

 

D. myForm contains the string "run count: 1".  

 

E. myForm contains the string "waiting...".  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 19  

Which is true for Item?  

 

A. The same Command may occur on more than one Item.  

 

B. The same Item may be appended to more than one Form at the same time.  

 

C. When adding a Command to an Item, specifying a command type other than Command.ITEM results in 

a compilation failure.  
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D. Minimum and preferred size CANNOT be changed once an Item is created.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 20  

Given:  

39. Image image = Image.createImage(20, 20);  

40. Graphics g = image.getGraphics();  

41. g.setColor(0xFF0000); //RED  

42. g.fillRect(0, 0,  

43. 20, 20);  

44. Alert alert= new Alert("WARNING!");  

45. alert.setImage(image);  

46. g.setColor(0x000000); //BLACK  

47. g.fillRect(0, 0,  

48. 20, 20);  

What is the result when the Alert is shown?  

 

A. A runtime exception is thrown.  

 

B. A red square is shown on the Alert.  

 

C. Either a red square or a black square is shown depending on the implementation.  

 

D. A black square is shown on the Alert.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 21  

Click the Exhibit button.  

Given the GameCanvas code:  

10. public void run() {  

11. try {  

12. Graphics g = getGraphics();  

13. Image dog = Image.createImage("/dog.png");  

14. Sprite s = new Sprite(dog, 98, 88);  

15. s.setPosition(0,0);  

16. while (gameActive) {  

17. s.setFrame(0);  

18. s.paint(g);  

19. flushGraphics();  
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20. s.setFrame(1);  

21. s.paint(g);  

22. flushGraphics();  

23. }  

24. } catch (Exception ex) {  

25. //...  

31. }  

32. }  

Assuming that gameActive is true, and that run() is called as a result of a new thread's start() invocation, 

what is the result?  

 

A. An exception is thrown at runtime because of an error with the arguments to the Sprite constructor.  

 

B. An IndexOutOfBoundsException occurs due to an error in line 17 or line 20.  

 

C. The dog on the left side of the image file appears on the display, but the dog on the right side is never 

seen.  

 

D. Compilation fails because Sprite does NOT have a paint(Graphics g) method.  

 

E. An animation appears that continuously cycles between the two versions of the dog.  

 

Answer: E  

 

 

Question No : 22 

A MIDlet has entered the paused state. Which is a valid action to attempt to make it active?  

 

A. The MIDlet cannot revert back to the active state.  

 

B. The MIDlet calls resumeRequest() through a timer.  

 

C. The MIDlet calls its own startApp() method.  

 

D. The MIDlet has to wait quietly to be rescheduled.  

 

Answer: B  
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